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"Moo-ving" Through Customer Episodes

 performance business customers strategic planning

Summary: As competition heats up, keeping the attention of banking customers

is critical. Bain & Co. provides a report on "customer episodes". We explain how

these episodes may help.

You ever wonder about the person working just down the hall from you? Sure they are a colleague and very

nice, but something sees a bit off too. After probing a bit more, you realize you have finally put your finger on

it. They appear to be among the 7% of Americans who believe chocolate milk comes from brown cows or even

worse the 485 who said they had no idea where it comes from! Moo.

As you work each day to capture more customers, perhaps a discussion around chocolate milk with prospects

(including a cookie) might be a great ice breaker. Who knows, but keeping the attention of customers is critical

as community banks compete with fintechs, and others, with innovative products and services.

To learn more, let's take a look at what Bain & Co. suggests around evolving "customer episodes" in a new

report. Some of the highlights include a concept around enhancing the customer experience through

"episodes", which can not only add value for your customers, but also strengthen the relationship between you

and your customer.

These episodes include the activities that customers perform when they have a task to complete or a need to

fulfill. For instance, "I want to pay a bill online," or "I want to buy a home" or even "I want to dispute a fee."

In order to develop the optimal customer experience through these episodes, the reports suggests banks first

detail as much as possible for each step in an episode. Take the episode, "I want to open an account", for

example. Appropriate steps might include evaluating the options, applying to open an account, receiving

approval or rejection, getting ready to use the account, receiving and activating a debit card and possibly

registering for and receiving digital access.

Going through episodes in detail helps banks better design and manage the process for each one. To fast-track

development, banks can employ small, cross-functional teams to drill down easier and faster. Some teams are

now even using Agile methods to quickly launch products on a limited basis, and then use feedback from

customers to build out successive versions.

One bank reference in the report now has more than 250 teams managing episodes with Agile methods, and

the bank is realizing measureable gains. One example of this is from a team that was able to develop an auto-

finance mobile prototype in one week, an assignment that would have lasted six months or more.

As community banks know, it isn't just about enhancing customer experiences in digital channels. Most

customers still interact with the bank through some mix of digital and human processes. Agile episode

management could be useful to delineate specific steps no matter the source.

As the tech world encroaches upon the banking world, community banks have many attributes that can help

you better compete. Using your high touch service, while also keeping in mind how you interact with
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customers through each step of an episode can help. In this way, your teams can maximize the customer

benefit of doing business with you, while winning over more appreciative customers along the way.

HEDGING SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY BANKS

Community bankers seeing long-term fixed rate demand from business clients can transform payments into a

floating rate on their books using Borrowers' Loan Protection (BLP). Contact us today for more information.
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